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Student 1 Commentary 
 
Task 1 -  An Article about your local area 
 
Plan not used 
 
Content - 7 
 
This piece attracts a mark in the Sufficient category but the lower mark in the band because, 
despite clear messages in the first two paragraphs, on the whole, quite a lot of information is not 
clearly communicated, especially in the last third of the piece.  Even in the better first paragraph, 
there is some contradiction (Wir haben Parks und wenig Grünanlagen) and an unintelligible turn of 
phrase (es its wier wenig es ist!) The last two paragraphs do not focus too much on the title but 
that is not the main issue. Very little communicates clearly (ich lauben leben etc.) and there is 
much confusion. Opinions are expressed in the piece. They communicate mainly through gut/nicht 
gut. 
 
Range of Language - 5 
 
Inappropriate vocabulary, half-remembered vocabulary and omissions are significant issues in this 
piece. There is quite a lot of repetition of structure (es gibt.) Longer sentences are in evidence 
mainly formed with und and wo. There are enough successful longer sentences to justify 5 rather 
4. 
 
Accuracy - 3 
 
There are many errors but there is enough evidence of intelligible German to justify the higher 
mark of 3. 
 
 
Total mark - 15/30 
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Student 1 Commentary 
 
Task 2 - You are going to write to your penfriend in Germany about media. 
 
This is a good, uncomplicated title with simple but open ended, challenging prompts. Please note 
the student is not penalised for the omission of a formal letter beginning or ending – an approach 
agreed between all languages. 
 
Plan not used 
 
Content – 10 
 
A lot of information is conveyed and generally developed.  Opinions are expressed and explained 
in two instances; so a mark above 9 can be considered: Ich mag es nicht zu höre Heavymetal oder 
klassisch Music, weil Heavymetal ist zu laut und klassisch musik ist zu langweilig. / Ich sehe gern 
action und Komodien filmes weil sie sehr lustig, und faszinierend sind. / Aber Ich sehe nicht gern 
Talkshows , weil sie sehr doof sind.  There are obviously errors in the above but the opinions and 
reasons can be understood well enough. There are, however, some seriously confused messages, 
especially towards the end of the piece; therefore the lower mark in the Good band is awarded. 
 
Range of Language – 6 
 
There is not enough evidence of successful variety of structure to justify a mark of 7. There are a 
lot of simple sentences. Longer ones rely upon und or weil. There is some lack of precision: un zu 
chatten, for example. 
 
Accuracy – 4 
 
There are quite a few errors especially in attempts at more complex sentences but verb and tense 
formations are mostly correct. With only 5 marks available in this category, it is important to note 
that each mark covers a wide range of performance and positive achievement should be rewarded. 
 
 
Total mark -  20/30 
 
 
Overall mark - 35/60 
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Student 2 Commentary 

 
Task 1 - Inspirations and aspirations. 
 
This is as challenging title with challenging prompts but appropriate for a more able student. 
 
The plan includes one conjugated verb (einschränkt) but this has no impact on the assessment 
outcome. 
 
Content – 15 
 
The response is fully relevant with very good well developed ideas. The narrative construction 
makes good links and comprises a well organised structure. Despite some spelling and 
punctuation errors, all information is conveyed clearly. A lot of opinions/points of view are 
expressed and explained in some detail. There are numerous examples throughout the piece and 
they constitute quite a sophisticated response. 
 
Range of Language – 10 
 
There is a wide variety of appropriate vocabulary and structure used successfully with some 
excellent examples: und er wird von Vielen als der beste Basketballspieler den es je gab gesehen./ 
war so gut, dass Nike eine neue Marke nach ihm benannt hat and so on. There are many other 
striking examples. (It should be noted that use of the passive voice is not a specification 
requirement but there is actually much evidence of it being used successfully in general). Different 
tenses are used confidently in different combinations.  
 
Accuracy – 5 
 
Although there are quite frequent spelling errors, they are essentially minor in nature and do not 
impede communication at all. 
 
 
Total mark - 30/30 
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Student 2 Commentary 
 
Task 2 - Comparing my community with another. 
 
Again this is a challenging title. Comparing and contrasting are higher level skills. 
 
Plan not submitted. 
 
Content -15 
 
The response is fully relevant and detailed and well developed. Comparisons are well threaded 
through the piece in a quite sophisticated way. The student is not penalised for factually incorrect 
information! Opinions/points of view are expressed and explained in some detail, for example: Die 
Häuser sind aber anderst da man in Deutschland Häuser Vermietet und in England werden sie 
Verkauft. Ich finde das es besser ist zu mieten da man es sich so besser leisten kann. In general, 
there are quite a few spelling errors, but just about all information is conveyed clearly. The overall 
structure is sound and balanced. 
 
Range of Language – 10 
 
There is a wide range of vocabulary appropriate to the topic. Tenses are used well – present, 
perfect, conditional, for example. The student confidently uses relative clauses, während, dass, da, 
separable verbs, the superlative, correct inversion of subject and verb where required. There is an 
idiomatic authenticity in what is written. 
 
Accuracy – 5 
 
There are errors of spelling and punctuation but verbs and tenses are secure and communication 
is not impeded at all.  
 
 
Total mark - 30/30 
 
 
Overall mark - 60/60 
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Student 3 Commentary 

 
Task 1 - You read an article in a youth magazine about teenagers. The article states that: 
“being a teenager is the most difficult time of your life – adults don’t understand their 
worries about friendships, relationships, drugs and alcohol …. School is the last thing on 
their minds!” Write a letter to the magazine giving your opinion. 
 
The title, task and context have been merged together to provide a stimulus on lifestyle. In fact it is 
a good, open-ended task which should be accessible to the full ability range. 
 
Plan not submitted. 
 
Content – 3 
 
A very limited amount of information is conveyed clearly enough to be really intelligible; so a mark 
in the Poor band is appropriate. Having said that, the student does succeed in expressing 
opinions/points of view especially in the first paragraph and there is sufficient information there to 
justify the top mark in the band. 
 
Range of Language – 2 
 
In general, there is very limited evidence of language used appropriately and only poor evidence of 
understanding language structure but there is some evidence; hence a mark of 2 rather than 1. 
 
Accuracy – 2 
 
Again there is very limited evidence here. Communication is often impeded but not always 
impeded; so a mark of 2 is preferred to 1. 
 
Total mark - 7/30 
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Student 3 Commentary 
 
Task 2 - You have returned from visiting a resort in a target language speaking country. You 
log onto a review website to write about your experiences there. 
 
The task is fine except the ‘target language’ is not defined. Consequently, the student is not 
penalised for writing about Portugal. 
 
Plan not submitted. 
 
Content – 3 
 
There is a restricted amount of relevant information but basic opinions are there (es war 
fantastisch/ das war super und teuer) and with effort quite a lot of the piece can be understood. 
 
Range of Language – 2 
 
There is little understanding of language structure but some vocabulary is appropriate. 
 
Accuracy – 2 
 
There are many errors but some sentences are accurate enough to convey messages. 
 
 
Total mark - 7/10 
 
 
Overall mark - 14/60 (This is grade G standard work) 
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Student 4 Commentary 

 
Task 1: New Media 
 
The task title is fine but the task design does not help students. The response to the title is the 
focus of assessment. It would be better to write “You could include...” rather than give an 
instruction and the closing rubric should read “the task” rather than “each task.”  This advice to 
centres has been pertinent and given by Controlled Assessment Advisers for at least 3 years. 
 
Content – 11 
 
Despite many errors, a lot of information is conveyed clearly enough. Some sentences/clauses do 
not communicate effectively so the higher mark in the band is excluded, for example: Ich will die 
Film freer bekommen aber ich denke die Filme Erlebnis werde mehr teuer bekommen. There is 
some sound evidence of opinions with reasons, for example: Ich finde im Kino gehen ist ein super 
Erlebnis weil es ziemlich ruhig und wirklich entspannend ist./DVDs sind super weil sie ziemlich 
praktisch und immer sicher sind. Concentrating on the positive features, a mark in the Good band 
can be justified here. 
 
Range of Language – 7 
 
There is some good use of tenses – present, perfect, imperfect, conditional – and successful 
attempts at complex sentences with weil, denn but it is a mixed picture of success; so a mark of 7 
is preferred to 8. 
 
Accuracy – 4 
 
There are errors in more complex sentences but the piece is just about accurate enough to merit 4 
marks. Verb and tense formations are usually correct. 
 
 
Total mark - 22/30 
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Student 4 Commentary 
 
Task 2: Holidays 
 
The given context of the task – “Ferienträume – Ferienalpträume” is not taken as part of the title, 
although it is a nice idea as a whole and distinctly challenging. In fact, the student does try to 
address this dimension. 
 
The Plan is fine. 
 
Content – 10 
 
A lot of relevant information is generally developed and conveyed clearly, but there are several 
clauses/sentences where clarity of communication breaks down: for example, Außerdem das 
Erbrechene/Ich war sehr argerlich/ich habe meine Tasche gesteht/ich liebe braun bekommen. 
There are too many instances of this kind and it tips the judgement towards the lower mark in the 
band. There are at least two opinions expressed and explained, for example: Die Reise ist 
normalerweise sehr angenehm weil man ein Film sehen oder einen Videospiel spielen kann./ich 
finde das großartig weil ich schwimmen liebe. 
 
Range of Language – 7 
 
There is a good variety of vocabulary, although not all is appropriate. The student uses weil and 
denn well to make more complex sentences. Efforts are also made to construct longer sentences 
with wenn, obwohl, deswegen, danach but they are not always successful and not enough to justify 
a mark of 8. 
 
Accuracy – 3 
 
There are very frequent errors with verbs, often because of the student’s ambition, such that it 
becomes difficult to argue that ‘verbs and tense formations are usually correct.’  The intended 
meaning is clear in most of the piece. 
 
 
Total mark - 20/30 
 
 
Overall total - 42/60 
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